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 INTERVENTIONS IN THE SOCIAL LANDSCAPE: PARALLELS BETWEEN

 BRAZILIAN ARTISTIC ACTIONS AND THE CHILEAN AVANZADA

 During the most repressive years of the
 Brazilian military regime—between 1968
 and 1974—artists addressed the political sit
 uation by creating new practices that intrin
 sically involved ephemeral, anonymous, and
 impermanent actions and interventions in
 the urban space. These approaches were well
 suited to artists who, in the absence of any
 explicit criteria regarding the government's
 repression of the visual arts, were living in
 a state of self-imposed censorship.1 To make
 an ephemeral intervention in the urban space
 involved a twofold task: to challenge the
 forces of repression, and to make art outside
 the art-institutional framework.

 The same phenomenon occurred in Chile
 in 1973, when a coup d'etat by General Au
 gusto Pinochet overthrew President Salvador
 Allende's socialist government, Unidad Pop
 ular. Even though almost ten years separate
 the coups d'etat of Brazil and Chile, many
 parallels can be drawn between artistic re
 actions to military rule in the two countries.
 As in Brazil, art became a political tool to
 undermine repressive practices. In Chile,
 street actions undertaken by CADA (Colec
 tivo de Acciones de Arte)—a group founded
 in 1979, at the height of the Pinochet regime,
 by artists Lotty Rosenfeld, Juan Castillo,
 Fernando Balcells, Diamela Eltit, and Raul
 Zurita2—attempted to reclaim the public
 space. In both countries, self-censorship
 played a major role as artists had to interpret
 and redefine the boundaries between the per
 missible and the forbidden. Fearing perse
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 cution, which was often exercised arbitrarily
 and without warning, artists developed a
 metaphorical language to address the reali
 ties that they endured on a daily basis.

 Faced with a difficult political environ
 ment, Brazilian and Chilean visual artists
 tried to intervene in the prevailing order
 through their actions and art making. The
 artists discussed here did not strive to be ac

 tivists and were by no means interested in
 the stereotype of Latin American art as po
 litically engaged. Nevertheless, these artists
 opposed the political situation as well as the
 prevailing art market. They strove to recon
 figure the role of the viewer, discard com
 modity-based objects, and challenge the
 power and legitimacy of art institutions.

 Visual artists working under the Brazilian
 dictatorship were not part of a cohesive
 movement. While they participated in some
 exhibitions together, they did not exhibit un
 der any specific label; and, although each in
 his own way sought new discourses and
 practices to resist authoritarianism and cen
 sorship, they never formally articulated a
 collective opposition to the military regime.
 What they did share was their determination
 to address the political situation, to question
 the role of art institutions, and to participate
 in the current international practices of the
 visual arts, thus disrupting the stagnant struc
 tures already in place. In Chile, by contrast,
 these goals and ideologies were encapsulated
 by the avanzada, a term coined by the cul
 tural critic Nelly Richard to describe various
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 groups of artists—including CADA, the
 movement's most prominent collective—
 that employed experimental aesthetics to po
 sition themselves against conservative art
 institutions and the authoritarian regime.3
 The series of street actions and participatory
 events that dominated Brazilian and Chilean

 art during the authoritarian regimes took
 place in an ephemeral, quick, and unex
 pected manner, emphasizing issues of im
 permanence and paralleling acts of civil dis
 obedience committed by urban guerrillas
 and other antigovernment factions.

 According to Robert Neustadt, "CADA
 performed in the space where art and politics
 converge—the social sphere—highlighting
 at the same time the aesthetics of politics
 and the politics of aesthetics."4 One of the
 group's most poignant actions, entitled /Ay,
 Sudamerica! (Oh, South America!) and en
 acted in 1981, involved six small-engine air
 planes dropping 400,000 leaflets over poor
 sectors of Santiago—a metaphor for the
 bombing of Salvador Allende's government
 palace. The leaflets included the following
 statement: "We are artists, but each individ
 ual who works for the expansion of the space
 of his or her life (even if mental) is an
 artist."5 This call for every individual to be
 an artist, which was at the core of both
 Brazilian and Chilean practices during this
 period, had its roots in new ideas that were
 gaining traction on the international art
 scene, in particular John Cage's notion of
 chance and indeterminacy and Allan
 Kaprow's writings on blurring the bound
 aries between art and everyday life. Their
 practices opened up new avenues for artists
 whose political surroundings in many cases
 precluded overt or tangible statements of
 resistance. In 1959, Kaprow coined the term
 Happenings6 to suggest something spon
 taneous, an event that just "happened to

 happen." In Brazil, artists immediately em
 braced the concept of Happenings as an in
 teractive art form outside the space of muse
 ums and galleries. They organized gatherings
 of like-minded artists and activists, seizing
 on a spirit of collaborative creation—a flier
 for one event proclaimed, "Art is of the peo
 ple and for the people. Art must be taken to
 the streets ... it should preferably be done
 as a collective act. Not only can anyone make
 art, but indeed good art."7

 The participation of the public was also
 implicit in this new mode of art. In Septem
 ber 1983—two years after /Ay, Sudamerica!
 took place and a decade after military rule
 became law in Chile—artists took to the
 streets with a collaborative work that invited

 the public to voice its own discontent.
 Throughout Santiago, the people covered
 walls with the slogan "NO +" ("NO mas "/
 NO more; Fig. 1). Soon after, the population
 started filling the gap after + with either
 words or images: "NO more hunger," "NO
 more pain," "NO more torture," "NO more
 dictatorship."8 Leaving no trace of author
 ship, these slogans created a shadowy web
 of counterinformation throughout the city.

 Public participation and anonymous dis
 semination of information as a form of re
 sistance also formed the core of the artistic

 practice adopted by Brazilian artist Cildo
 Meireles. The effacement of authorship was
 a crucial tactic for artists who lived in fear

 of persecution and in a constant state of self
 censorship. A shift from the individual to
 the collective is central to Meireles's series

 Insergoes em Circuitos Ideoldgicos: Projeto
 Coca-Cola (Insertions into Ideological Cir
 cuits: Coca-Cola Project) (1970). For this
 series, Meireles used a silkscreen process
 with vitreous white ink to transfer text to

 empty Coca-Cola bottles. He wrote the fol
 lowing message on the bottles: "Inscribe on
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 Fig. 1 CADA (Colectivo de Acciones de Arte), NO+. 1983. Action completed in Santiago, Chile.
 (Photo: Jorge Brandtmayer; courtesy Lotty Rosenfeld)

 the bottles critical opinions and send them
 back into circulation."9 Carefully devised to
 match the bottle's logo, the inscriptions were
 practically invisible when the bottles were
 empty. The subversive messages became ap
 parent only when the bottles were returned
 to the factory to be recycled—that is, once
 the bottles were refilled with Coca-Cola, the
 writing became legible against the dark liq
 uid. Meireles modified over a thousand bot

 tles and sent them into circulation with po
 litical messages, encouraging people to
 contribute their own statements as well. Act

 ing more as a facilitator than a creator, he
 solicited the collective voice of the many

 participants in the project. The work ad
 dressed a need at that time for a venue in

 which people could speak their minds
 anonymously.

 Meireles carried the same concept into his
 next project in the series, Inserçôes em Cir
 cuitos Ideológicos: Projeto Cédula (Inser
 tions into Ideological Circuits: Banknotes
 Project) (1970-1975). For this series, he
 appropriated cruzeiro bills, the Brazilian
 currency at the time, and inscribed them with
 ideological messages such as "Yankees Go
 Home," a clear protest against the U.S. gov
 ernment's support of dictatorships all over
 Latin America (Fig. 2). And on some bills,
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 he inscribed the names of people who had
 been tortured or had "disappeared" as victims
 of the regime.

 inciting the public to inscribe unsolicited
 and subversive messages on soda bottles and
 banknotes, Meireles was proposing a form
 of civil disobedience that infused new mean

 ing into two major capitalist symbols: bank
 notes, which signified the financial system,
 and Coca-Cola bottles, which symbolized
 multinational corporations. He claimed that
 this series was basically "a kind of graffiti
 that circulated." He also encouraged the
 method of circulating items to express ideas
 that might be antithetical to his own.10

 Disturbing and subverting the established
 order is similarly integral to Chilean artist
 Lotty Rosenfeld's series of street interven
 tions entitled Una Milla de Cruces sobre el

 Pavimento (A Mile of Crosses on the Pave
 ment) (Fig. 3). Since 1979, Rosenfeld has
 traced crosses on the roads by using white
 tape to transform straight painted dashes,
 which serve to direct the flow of the traffic,
 into plus signs, creating a sense of disorien
 tation for drivers and passersby. She has car

 ried out this action in the desert of northern

 Chile (1981), in front of the White House in
 Washington, D.C. (1982), in the civic center
 of Santiago, Chile (1985), in the Plaza de la
 Revolucion in Havana, Cuba (1985), and in
 New York City's Wall Street area (2007),
 among other sites. According to Nelly
 Richard, "[H]er work not only symbolically
 alters this space by converting the minus
 sign into a plus sign, thus contravening the
 one-way traffic of meaning, but it also vio
 lates the grammar of order imposed by the
 inner network of social communication."11

 While Rosenfeld intervened in public
 spaces to create a sense of chaos and confu
 sion, the Portuguese-born Brazilian artist Ar
 tur Barrio was interested in shocking and
 causing discomfort in the viewer. His
 "trouxas ensangiientadas" (bloody bundles)
 were the most visceral works of art done dur

 ing the Brazilian dictatorship. He bought 44
 pounds of meat and bones in a slaughter
 house and wrapped them in fabric and rope
 to make fourteen bloody bundles, which he
 distributed at the Municipal Park in the city
 of Belo Horizonte, in the state of Minas

 Fig. 2 Cildo Meireles, lnserqoes em Circuitos Ideologicos: Projeto Cedula
 (Insertions into Ideological Circuits: Banknotes Project). 1975. (Photo: Pedro
 Oswaldo Cruz; courtesy Cildo Meireles)
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 Fig. 3 Una Milla de Cruces sobre el Pavimento (A Mile of Crosses on
 the Pavement). 1979. Action completed in Santiago, Chile. (Photo: Rony
 Goldschmit; courtesy Lotty Rosenfeld)
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 Gerais. These visually disturbing bundles,
 presented without any labels, appeared to be
 the remains of people tortured by the dicta
 torship. They alluded to the lacerated limbs
 and mutilated corpses found in rivers and
 sewage sites during the military regime.12

 Metaphors for torture and pain were per
 vasive in Latin American art at the time. In

 1980, Chilean poet, novelist, and perform
 ance artist Diamela Eltit publicly burned and
 slashed her arms and legs, and then read
 part of her novel Lumperica in a brothel on
 Maipu Street. (Lumperica is centered on a
 woman, L. Iluminada, who spends the night
 deciphering the meaning of a neon sign in a
 plaza in Santiago, Chile. Through its frag
 mented and disparate use of language, the
 novel creates a metanarrative to discuss no

 tions of public and private spaces under
 Pinochet's regime.)13 In cutting and burning
 her own body, Eltit performed a symbolic
 ritual to exorcise the state of violence

 inflicted upon the Chilean population at
 large.

 Brazil and Chile were not the only coun
 tries ruled by a military regime. At least four
 other major countries in South America fell
 under dictatorships from the 1960s through
 part of the 1980s: Argentina (1966-1973 and
 1976-1983), Paraguay (1958-1989), Peru

 (1968-1980), and Uruguay (1973-1984).
 Surprisingly, many of the artists in these

 countries were not aware of parallel artistic
 practices taking place elsewhere throughout
 Latin America. According to Eltit, "In Chile,
 they were not aware of their Brazilian coun
 terparts, because [Pinochet's] dictatorship
 was successful in confiscating knowledge
 and preventing exchange of information.
 Artistic developments in Europe and in the
 United States were better known, but not
 those of Latin America."14 An in-depth as
 sessment of the relationship between con
 temporaneous artistic practices in Latin
 American countries under repressive regimes
 remains to be completed, and I hope that in
 the years to come this study augurs greater
 focus on this era.15

 In Chile and Brazil—indeed, in many
 South American countries that endured mil

 itary occupation—artists were no longer in
 terested in creating an authorial art to be
 placed inside museums (which, in some
 cases, were under surveillance by the military
 regimes), and they took to the streets to per
 form their clandestine actions. By combining
 aesthetic innovations with social engage
 ment, they forged a new and radical art that
 shattered age-old notions of political art.

 NOTES

 1. For a detailed study on the responses of Brazilian
 visual artists during the military regime, see Claudia
 Calirman, Brazilian Art under Dictatorship: Antonio
 Manuel, Artur Barrio, and Cildo Meireles (Durham,
 N.C.: Duke University Press, 2012).

 2. For a discussion on the Chilean group CADA,
 see Nelly Richard, "Margins and Institutions: Per
 formances of the Chilean Avanzada," in Corpus
 Delecti: Performance Art of the Americas, ed. Coco
 Fusco (New York: Routledge, 2000), pp. 203-217.

 3. Id., Margins and Institutions: Art in Chile since
 1973 (Melbourne, Australia: Art & Text, 1986), p. 17.
 4. Robert Neustadt, "Chilean Art and Action: Sub

 verting Order, Performing Change," in Arte No Es
 Vida: Actions by Artists of the Americas, 1960-2000,
 ed. Deborah Cullen (New York: El Museo del Barrio,
 2008), p. 165.

 5. Ibid., p. 168.
 6. Barbara Haskell, "Happenings," in Blam! The

 Explosion of Pop, Minimalism, and Performance,
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 1958-1964 (New York: Whitney Museum of Ameri
 can Art/Norton, 1984), p. 31.

 7. These flyers were distributed at the public art
 event Apocalipopotese, which took place in Rio de
 Janeiro's Flamengo Park 6-28 July 1968. The name
 Apocalipopotese was suggested by the poet Rogerio
 Duarte to convey the idea of a "probable object."

 8. Neustadt, p. 171.
 9. Ronaldo Brito and Eudoro Augusto Madeira de

 Souza, eds., Cildo Meireles (Rio de Janeiro: Funarte,
 1981), p. 25.

 10. Paulo Herkenhoff, "A Labyrinthine Ghetto: The
 Work of Cildo Meireles," in Cildo Meireles, ed. Paulo
 Herkenhoff, Gerardo Mosquera, and Dan Cameron
 (London: Phaidon, 1999), p. 50.

 11. Richard, in Corpus Delecti, p. 207.
 12. Artur Barrio's "bloody bundles" was part of

 the exhibition Do Corpo a Terra (From the Body to
 the Earth), in which artists were invited by art critic
 and curator Frederico Morais to create site-specific

 works (17-21 Apr. 1970). See Claudia Calirman, "Ar
 tur Barrio: Ephemeral Art and Decomposing Materi
 als," in Artur Barrio: Actions after Actions, ed. Molly
 Dougherty, exh. cat. (Philadelphia: Goldie Paley
 Gallery, Moore College of Art & Design, 2006), pp.
 22-29.

 13. Lumperica was published in 1983 after Eltit's
 performance at the brothel in Maipu Street. For a dis
 cussion on Eltit's Lumperica, see Robert Neustadt,
 (Con)fusing Signs and Postmodern Positions: Spanish
 American Performance, Experimental Writing, and
 the Critique of Political Confusion (New York: Gar
 land, 1999), and Luis Camnitzer, Conceptualism in
 Latin American Art: Didactics of Liberation (Austin:
 University of Texas Press, 2007).

 14. E-mail from Diamela Eltit to the author, 10
 July 2011; author's translation.

 15. Some parallels between contemporary artistic
 practices in Latin America can be found in Camnitzer,
 op. cit.
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